
 
 

Charter for Worldloppet races 
 

 

1. Before the race: on the race’s website 

1.1. Website translated at least in English. For all information needed. 

1.2. Possibility to register and pay online, without intermediaries. Announcing opening 

of registrations during a sufficiently long period (at least two weeks, or four weeks 

if suring summer) and with a number of bibs reserved for foreigners. If the 

maximum number of skiers authorized for the race is systematically exceeded, 

organize a few days before or after a race on the same course, in the same 

technique or not.  

Keep the registration fee at a reasonable level (less than 100 Euros). 

1.3. Deliver an invitation letter to those skiers who need a visa. 

1.4. Information or a link to a website offering accommodation for race participants. 

1.5. Information on transport and the shuttle service (if the start and the finish are at 

different places, or if transport is needed to non central startlocation). Proposals 

for car-pooling. 

1.6. Information on the weather for the race area. 

1.7. Waxing tips. Updated for the last days leading up to race day. 

1.8. Confirm the registration. Show start lists with the number of registrants. 

1.9. Arrangements regarding the protection of the environment. 

 

2. Before the race: on race location 

2.1. Detailed weather forecasts for race day and waxing tips. 

2.2. Bib distribution without excessive waiting times. Multiple lines and personell as 

needed. 

2.3. Possibility to get the bib on the morning of the race at the start. 

2.4. Water-resistant stickers (size not exceeding 60 x 35 mm). 

2.5. Reception of Worldloppet passport skiers. 

2.6. The reception should be free to attend for all. If food or drinks are served at the 

meeting there should be an optional purchase for those who wanted food and drinks. Or 

it could be free if possible.  

 

3. The races 



3.1. Two distances: Worldloppet Gold and Silver races. 

3.2. As far as possible two techniques (FT and CT) for both distances. 

 

4. On race day 

4.1. Make available to the skiers a warmed room or a tent of sufficient size until race 

start. 

4.2. Adopt the “IAWLS Ideal Start” or any arrangement that eliminates bottlenecks. 

4.3. Arrange technical assistance with poles and skis right after the start and along the 

course. 

4.4. Seeding. Make access to the different start groups according to results obtained in 

previous races, calculated from seeding tables using the same principle (the time 

ratio) for all Worldloppet races. Possibly a separate line for Worldloppet passport 

holders. 

4.5. Adjust the limit transit times (cut-off times) depending on the difficulties, allowing 

the slowest skiers to finish the race without major risks. 

4.6. In FT races make sure that there are classic tracks on most of the course. 

4.7. Food stations spaced at maximum intervals of 10 km. Energy and non-energy 

drinks, solid food on the tables in sufficient numbers and spacing to avoid 

crowding.  Don’t neglect the last skiers. At the start offer at least energy drinks.  

4.8. Put posters on the tables visible from far away showing what kind of drinks/food 

the table contains. 

4.9. Arrange waxing posts at start and during race in CT races. 

4.10. Provide accurate km markers at least every 5 km. 

4.11. Cleanliness of the tracks: foresee garbage bins and a continuous raking at the food 

stations and on the top of hills. Make clear to the skiers that there will be 

penalties for those who throw garbage on the tracks or in the nature. Make a 

statement on the policy of the race concerning the environment. 

 

5. After the race 

5.1. Meal at the finish (inside or in a heated place) or at least a food service (soup). 

Some food/soup and drinks should be free/included in start fee. 

5.2. Guarded ski storage area at the finish. 

5.3. Possibility to order pictures. 

5.4. Diploma or medal. 

5.5. Results visible on the website with possibility to extract data in Excel format with 

name, result-time, bib number or nationality. Classification by category (age and 

sex). 
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